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Brief history of the peppered moth debacle  

 

The material basis of evolution began to be investigated at the end of 

the 19
th

 century. J.W. Tutt studied melanism in moths in relation to 

natural selection. He was the first to suggest that the rapid increases in 

melanic moths that had been occurring in industrialized England during 

the late 19
th

 Century were due to natural selection. He was particularly 

interested in the peppered moth Biston betularia, and argued that the 

rise in melanism was due to preferential bird predation against sooty vs. 

unpolluted resting sites on bark [1,2].  

 

Others were skeptical of predation as a means of producing such rapid 

evolution, especially the Mendelians who believed that saltational 

mutation could be more efficacious (e.g., [3,4]. H.B.D. Kettlewell, with 

help from Niko Tinbergen and a movie camera, was the first to show 

conclusively that peppered moths were indeed eaten by birds. When 

moths were at rest, those that matched their backgrounds least well 

were the most vulnerable [5,6]. In his experiments Kettlewell often used 

high densities of reared insects. These were placed on tree trunks and 

observed, or marked, released and subsequently recaptured; most of his 

estimates of selection came from the latter type of experiment. Later, 

dead moths were used (Clarke and Sheppard [7] and others) which were 

attached in a range of positions on different types of tree trunk.  

 

These procedures all have potential drawbacks [8,9]. Densities may be 

too high to be realistic. Investigators may not place moths where they 

would rest naturally. Reared insects, which were often used, may not 

behave naturally once released for mark-recapture studies. For these 

reasons resting behaviour, substrate quality and design of the 

experiments began to be scrutinised critically [10-13]. Majerus himself 

[8] was among the more outspoken critics, and his forthright analysis of 

possible procedural defects was enough to make a reviewer of his book 
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doubt that the peppered moth provided a well understood case of 

natural selection [14], much to Majerus’ own dismay [9].  

 

Appearing as it did in an influential journal, Coyne’s review helped to set 

off an anti-evolutionist outpouring on the internet and the printed page 

(e.g., [15]). JD Morris of the Institute of Creation Research wrote “What 

a wonderful time to be a creationist, when even the supposed best proof 

of evolution in action is so flimsy that it cannot stand the test of truth” 

(www.icr.org/article/what-about-the-peppered-moth/).  

 

Similar comments appeared even in reputable newspapers such as the 

Daily Telegraph, where it was stated that the experiments were “now 

thought to be worthless” [16]. A popular book later appeared alleging 

that the original peppered moth selection experiments of Kettlewell had 

been fraudulent [17]. The fraud allegation in particular has since been 

shown to be quite groundless [18-20], but today, a casual enquirer can 

be forgiven for believing that the selective basis for industrial melanism 

in moths has been utterly discredited. Of course, this was the last thing 

Majerus, or indeed Coyne had intended [21].  

 

Majerus therefore resolved to carry out an experiment that would take 

account of perceived weaknesses in earlier work and consolidate the 

case for selective predation. He wished to ensure that the density of 

settled moths was not too high and that they settled in positions they 

chose themselves. The moths used should be from the locality of the 

experiment. It should be possible to compare behaviour of the different 

sexes and of individuals raised for the purpose or caught in different 

ways. Kettlewell had been accused of modifying his design during the 

course of an experiment [15,17], so Majerus chose to publish details of 

his experimental methods while the predation experiment itself was 

underway [9]. 

 

The attacks on the classic peppered moth story were promulgated 

almost entirely by people who never studied the peppered moth 

themselves. It is notable that no new fieldwork had ever been done that 

disproved the classical explanation.  

 

More detailed accounts of the history of the rise and current eclipse in 

belief in the predation theory of the peppered moth industrial melanism 

are available in a variety of other publications [9,22-26]. 
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